Abstract. The possibilities of a ring cooler stage in a muon collider are explored. A basic design is examined both with analytic calculations and simulation of the evolution of beam phase space.
INTRODUCTION
This report examines the possibility of using a ring accelerator in the cooling stage of a muon collider. The main merit of such a cooler is its lower projected costs. The expense ratio linear/ring coolers scales roughly as the number of turns needed to achieve effective cooling in the ring, which is about 20 in a typical scenario.
Significant 6D cooling of a bunch is possible mainly by compression of its size since angle and energy spreads are dominated by scattering and straggling in the absorber. A system with decreasing β-function can be used for cooling in a linear scheme. For example, [1] describes a linear cooler using Li lenses with increasing gradient along the path.
The ideal solution for a ring cooler would be a system with a transfer matrix λ×I for each turn where λ is the cooling coefficient. In this case, all variables in 6D phase space are independent 2and bunch compression without change of angle and energy spread is possible. The following is an attempt to design a system with the appropriate features and to investigate its potential as a stage in a muon collider. The parameters assumed for the injected beam in the calculations are listed in Table 1 . (The second column describes the cooled beam, see below). Definitions of normalized transverse and longitudinal emittances adopted here are:
SCHEMATIC OF COOLER
A schematic of the cooler is shown in Fig. 1 . It includes two bending sections with wedge absorbers and two straight sections which house rf cavities and the turn, and M x,y = λ × I per turn, as desired. Revolution frequency is independent of energy with an appropriate choice of length for the straight section. Bunchers are installed to provide energy-time coupling so as to get a longitudinal transfer matrix λ × I. Some parameters of the cooler are listed in Table 2 .
COOLING
Cooling is examined both with analytic calculations using transfer matricescorrect up to second moments of the distributions-and Monte Carlo simulations with simucool [2] . For now, simulations are limited to what happens to the muons during material traversal. Elsewhere they employ the same transfer matrices as in the analytic approach. Table 1 
CONCLUSION
A ring cooler appears capable of satisfactory cooling a muon beam both in transverse and longitudinal directions. The achievable emittance suggests its use as a precooler in a muon collider complex especially for effective bunch shortening which is necessary in any scenario. Full tracking through magnets and cavities will be needed to investigate suppression of both chromatic and nonlinear effects and to study dynamic aperture.
